In 1965 I presented a paper on "Recent Historiography of American Negro Slavery" at the 50th anniversary meeting of the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History meeting in Atlanta. I surveyed the then current state of the literature and forecast that the comparative approach to the study of American slavery would continue to be employed. However, I questioned the generalizations made by Elkins and others about the "personality" of the American slave, arguing that the explanation for the lack of major slave rebellions in North America had to be found in concrete factors such as demography, etc., rather than psychological factors. Not enough research had been done on black reactions to slavery, and I suggested that research move in that direction. This has yet to happen outside of a few studies. Until this is done, historians shall be no closer to an understanding of American slavery than we were then.
PHYLON eral problem of American racial history.4
The discovery of the hemispheric dimensions of slavery came at a time when the Negro revolution was becoming the major issue in American domestic life. The study of slavery in the hemisphere was looked on as a key to understanding the rigid pattern of American race relations. Frank Tannenbaum man -the slave as Sambo. We await a more complete accounting. From the work of the comparative historians we also get a static view of history. We read about slavery in a historical vacuum as if the planters, the blacks, and the institutions built around slavery lived in a timeless universe. Pick up any book on life under slavery and whether you come in at 1650 or 1750 or 1850, the narrative is the same. There is no reference to the French or American or Latin American revolutions. There is no acknowledgment of the industrial revolution, the Napoleonic Wars, the abolitionist movements which were everywhere in the hemisphere. There is no indication that black people ever knew what was happening in Haiti, or America, or Brazil, or Jamaica, or Africa. There is no tying together the black diaspora. There is no reference to Nat Turner ever having heard of Vesey or Gabriel or Toussaint or David Walker. There is no reference to the American black refugees of the Revolutionary War who settled in Sierra Leone in the 1790's or the free Negroes who opted to settle in Liberia rather than remain in America. There is no mention of the six hundred Haitian soldiers who fought on the side of the French in the American Revolution or that two of those soldiers, Henri Christophe and Andre Rigaud, subsequently led Haitian armies against their former masters. There really is no world beyond the "catfish and watermelon" of Elkins. In the world of the American historian Negroes were "childlike, improvident, humorous, prevaricating, and superstitious."10 For him the Sambo did exist; and given this fact, historians found it difficult to conceive of black people existing in any world outside the confines of their ahistorical plantation.
In addition, the present comparative slavery approach to black history is oblivious to the black revolution which shook the nineteenth century. The great movers were not the George Fitzhughs, as Genovese would have us believe, but the Frederick Douglasses. It was the blacks in the hemisphere, not as sambos or statistics but as movers and shakers on which comparative history should be focusing. There has been no attempt by those writing to see black history in the New World as a whole. The events of the ninteenth century in the Americas gave testimony to Delany's prophetic words.
III
The inability of comparative historians to see blacks first as men rather than as slaves has resulted in a very distorted picture of the nature of slave rebellions. This distortion is most evident in the work of Stanley Elkins, the most original and in many ways the progenitor of the current school of historians working in the area of comparative slavery. Elkins used the comparative approach and the works of Tannenbaum, Freyre, and others to speak to the question of American history and to specifically the question of why there were no great slave revolts in the United States. There is a valid question and Elkins made a major contribution by trying to develop a theoretical formulation to this problem.
His major error, however, was in accepting the Sambo stereotype given to blacks by Southern apologists and by U. B. Phillips. Elkins did not accept their racist explanation of the Sambo behavior and instead sought to find the cause in what we might call psychohistory. Elkins postulated that slaves in the United States with few exceptions were incapable of mounting a major attack upon slavery due to the rigid nature of American race relations. Black men were never given the chance of playing rols, of developing the personalities which would transform them into rebels.
The slave (in Brazil) could actually -to an extent quite unthinkable in the United States -conceive of himself as a rebel. Bloody slave revolts, actual wars, took place in Latin America; nothing of this order occurred in the United States.
Compared with the countless uprisings of the Brazilian Negroes, the slave revolts in our own country appear rather desperate and futile. Only three emerge as worthy of any note.... the Nat Turner Rebellion -was characterized by little more than aimless butchery.12
The American system did not allow slaves to develop the personality needed for successful slave insurrections. There were no significant others for them to emulate. Elkins has held to this point of view. In a Elkins is unable to see that the slave was a man first, a black second, and only lastly a slave. The planters had nowhere near the total control over the lives of the slaves as Elkins would like us to believe. Masters controlled only part of the day of the slaves. As George Rawick has reminded us, there was a totally new existence which ran from Sundown to Sunup. If white men ruled the day, black men ruled the night. And when daylight came, black men put on their masks. This should not be a strange mode of behavior to the people of West Africa whose religion and rituals were surrounded by theatre, acting, pantomime, and masks. A people used to making masks in Africa should be adept in making new forms of masks in America. And whites seldom penetrated those masks. "Lawrence," wrote Mary Boykin Chesnut of her husband's servant, "wears the same bronze mask with no sign of anything he may feel or think.... Lawrence sits at our door, as sleepy and as respectful and as profoundly indifferent. So are they all. They carry it too far.... And people talk before them as if they were chairs and tables, and they make no sign. Are they stolidly stupid," she wondered, "or wiser than we are, silent and strong, biding their time." But two months later she noted in her diary: "Yesterday, some of the Negro men on the plantation were found with pistols. I have never seen aught about any Negro to show that they knew we had a war on hand, in which they have an interest."23 Behind the mask lay the reality which slaveowners knew existed.
The whites of the South lived in constant fear of insurrection by blacks. If proof of this is needed, one has only to consult the diaries and letters of the planters. Was there a slaveowner who had a sound night's sleep? Every gun, every knife, very kitchen utensil, every stable, every house had to be put under lock and key. Gangs of men patrolled the roads and highways, and the pass system, so infamous in South Africa today, was perfected in the slave South. Bloodhounds and other dogs were kept on ready hand. Every inkling of unrest, of revolt, of disturbance somewhere in the land reverberated throughout the strongest plantation. George Washington's niece, Mrs. Lawrence Lewis, filled with terror after the Nat Turner insurrection, wrote: "It [Virginia] is like a smothered volcano -we know not when, or where, the flame will burst forth, but we know that death in the most repulsive forms await us.'24 The history of the slave South is replete with such rumors and stories. And although the official mythology might like to believe that the blacks were Sambos, no planter who valued the life of his family or himself acted on that assumption. Planters, unlike historians, could not afford the luxury of being found wrong.
PHYLON
One of the supreme ironies in writing the history of comparative slavery has been that one of its leading exponents and a historian who has been labeled by no less an authority than Arthur Schlesinger Jr. as our foremost authority on slavery, Eugene Genovese, has made his reputation as the leading student of the mind and values of the Southern master class, the planters.5 His principal concern has been, as the title of one of his books indicates, The World the Slaveholders Made. There is little of the world of the blacks in his work. Yet Genovese has been designated by the liberal establishment, which as a self-styled Marxist he purports to disdain, one of the main interpreters of the black experience, and there is hardly a major work on slavery or the ante-bellum South which Genovese does not review for the New York Review of Books, the chief arbiter of American liberal tastes.26
The main body of Genovese's work has been to study the mind of the planter and the apologists of slavery. In his first book, The Political Economy of Slavery (New York, 1965) he wrote intelligently and at times persuasively about the planter class and its ideology.27 In The World the Slaveholders Made he resurrected George Fitzhugh, the leading pro-slavery philosopher who put forth the view that "slavery was a proper social system for all labor, not merely black labor." Fitzhugh's anti-democratic, anti-bourgeois, proto-fascist, and pro-slavery positions were simply, in Genovese's words, "the logical outcome of the slaveholder's philosophy. 28 And Genovese has been the leading defender of Ulrich B. Phillips. Despite the racism which lay at the very foundation of Phillips' interpretation of slavery and the blacks, Genovese credited Phillips with coming as "close to greatness as a historian, perhaps as close as any historian this country has yet produced."29 This is not the place to go into a critique of Phillips or Genovese. Certainly Genovese is entitled to his viewpoint. But to try to get a picture of American slavery through Phillips is a little too much like reading Hitler's Mein Kampf to get an understanding of Jews. Phillips, like Genovese, was concerned with the world of the master class and of that class' basis of power, the plantation system. In Phillips' major work, American Negro Slavery, he set out to tell the story of the plantation system; and as he made clear in the complete title of the book, it was to be a " Genovese has admitted Phillips' racism but has minimized the extent to which it affected his work.32 On the other hand Phillips' critics, whom Genovese has labeled "neo-abolitionists," have "not done better," giving us only "sermons on the guilt complexes and sadism inherent in slaveownership" and telling no more than what is obvious. But Genovese does not see that Phillips' racism cannot be dismissed while the whole remains. For his view of the blacks distorted everything he wrote about slavery. Even Stanley Elkins, one of those who gained much from Phillips' work, had to admit that while Phillips was "deeply fond of Negroes as a people, it was just that he could not take them seriously as men and women."33 This is at the heart of the matter. When are historians going to take black people seriously as men and women? Until black people are made central to the writing of comparative history the comparative approach to the study of slavery will do little to further an understanding of black history and of the black diaspora. Only in Winthrop Jordan's White Over Black, the best work yet produced by students working in the field of comparative slavery and a monument to American historical scholarship, do we get some inkling of what was really happening to black people as a whole. In his chapter, "The Cancer of Revolution," Jordan comes closer than any of the current historians to writing black history. 
The history of blacks in the Americas is still to be written. Comparative slavery is only one aspect of the total history of black people in the diaspora. So far older American historians have written the history of slavery, rebellion, and abolition as if there had been no Haiti, no Sierra Leone, no international abolitionist movement, no relationship between Haiti and the Latin American revolutions and emancipation, no corresponding developments in Africa.34 There is no concern or interest in the history of the West Indies, the cockpit of black nationalism, and there has been an almost criminal slurring of Haiti, whose survival as an independent state is a testimony to its courage. There is no mention of the great interest in American, West Indian, and Brazilian blacks in Africa. All we have as yet are slaves and the slaves as Sambos.
We still await the full story. The future of black history may lie less with historians and more with anthropologists, sociologists, and folklorists who, unlike historians, have been freer of cultural, racial, and nationalistic biases. A beginning might be made with a full appreciation of the creative work of Melville Herskovits, whose pioneer studies of black life in the Americas is the largest and best body of scholarship yet produced on the subject. The writings of Sidney Mintz of Yale make him the most perceptive American student of the Caribbean and comparative race relations.35
It may well be that the Caribbean will hold a key to the writing of multi-racial history. The oldest of New World societies has had, unlike the United States, to come to terms with their total experience. Recently published works in Caribbean history and society may set the example for future North American studies in black and American history.36
The history of the master class in the Americas has been written. It could be argued that this is the only kind of history which has been written. Blacks have been incidental to the writing of our history. Possibly it will take a black 
